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SEVENTEENTH AND EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
FORTIFIED MONASTERIES IN UKRAINE’S WESTERN REGION

IN THE CONTEXT OF THEIR HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

Oleh Rybchynskyi, Mykhailo Khokhon
National University “Lviv Polytechnic”, Lviv, Ukraine

In seventeenth and eighteenth centuries monastic complexes had reliable 
fortifications, which were developed according to the newest requisites of the 
times. Most of the monasteries lost their ecclesiastical, religional, scientifical, 
cultural, and artistic roles during the twentieth century; this became the 
reason of their decline and gradual decay. Today, many monasteries gradually 
restore their original roles of spiritual havens. However, the fortifications 
which are essential parts of their architectural image are not protected and are 
in decay. In this article we present monasteries of seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries which were founded both inside city walls and included in the city 
fortification systems, and outside cities and constructed on highlands or 
lowlands. As a result of the analysis it was possible do discern that the 
monasteries located on plains or lowlands had regular fortifications, while the 
ones on highlands had irregular fortifications. In some monastic complexes 
due to development of architectural and engineering thought, and also due to 
political and administrative factors, developed fortification systems arose.

Keywords: fortified monasteries, regular and irregular fortifications, 
monastic orders, developed fortifications.

ОБОРОННЫЕ МОНАСТЫРИ XVII–XVIII ВЕКОВ
ЗАПАДНОГО РЕГИОНА УКРАИНЫ

В КОНТЕКСТЕ ИСТОРИЧЕСКОГО РАЗВИТИЯ

О. В. Рыбчинский, М. П. Хохонь
Национальный университет «Львовская политехника», Львов, Украина

В XVII–XVIII веках монастырские комплексы имеют надёжные и раз-
витые системы фортификации в соответствии с требованиями времени. 
Большинство монастырей в течение ХХ века потеряли церковно-религи-
озную, научно-образовательную и культурно-художественную функции, 
что стало причиной их упадка и разрушения. Сегодня монастыри посте-
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пенно возвращают своё первоначальное назначение духовной обители, 
зато неотъемлемая часть их архитектурного образа – оборонительные 
укрепления – не охраняются и разрушаются. В этой статье представлены 
монастыри XVII–XVIII веков Западного региона Украины, которые были 
основаны в пределах центра города и включены в систему городских фор-
тификаций, а также отделены от города и построены на возвышенности 
и в низменности. В результате проведённого анализа удалось определить, 
что расположенные на равнине и в низине монастыри имели регулярные 
укрепления, а построеные на возвышенности – нерегулярные фортифи-
кации. В отдельных монастырских комплексах под влиянием архитектур-
ной и инженерной мысли, а также в результате политического и адми-
нистративного факторов сформировалась система развитых фортифи-
каций.

Ключевые слова: оборонительные монастыри, регулярные и нерегу-
лярные фортификации, монашеские ордена, развитые фортификации.

Introduction

Western Ukraine’s territory during seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries was an arena of frequent military actions. This is why 
formation of reliable fortification systems was an urgent requisite of 
cities’, castles’ and monasteries’ development. During seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries monasteries were the main centers of education 
and science. Most of them had formidable fortifications that had been 
developed according to the newest requisites of the times.

In twentieth century most of the monasteries lost their ecclesiastic, 
religious, scientific, cultural, and artistic roles. This became the reason 
of their decline and gradual decay. About some of them today, evi-
dence survives only in archival records, cartographic or iconographic 
materials. Hopefully, many monasteries today gradually restore their 
original role of spiritual havens. However the fortifications which are 
their integral parts are not protected; they decay slowly, and therefore 
disappear completely. In this way, systematic and complex research
of the fortification systems of seventeenth and eighteenth century 
monasteries in Western Region of Ukraine is getting greater importance 
for the contemporary architectural studies and for the development of 
restoration projects.

Among the Ukrainian scholars who studied monasteries, these 
should mentioned: Mykola Bevz, Volodymyr Vuitsyk, Oksana Boyko, 
Vasyl Slobodyan, Viktor Vecherskyi, Petro Rychkov, Oleh Rybchynskyi, 
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Vasyl Petryk, Yuriy Lukomskyi, Zoriana Lukomska, Modest Chornyi, 
Natalia Ursu. In addition, Lesia Chen’s PhD dissertation on Basilian 
monasteries should be acknowledged. The monastic complexes of 
Ukraine’s western region have been studied by Polish researchers, 
among them are P. Krasny, M. Wojczyk. Their works were included
in the voluminous monograph Kościoły rzymskokatolickie i klasztory 
województwa Ruskiego. Rich collection of facts is presented in the works 
of nineteenth century monk historian Sadok Baroncz. In the aforemen-
tioned works, the history of the temple buildings, as well as of the 
administration and utility buildings is quite elucidated, however, the 
descriptions, classification, and typology of the fortification systems of 
monasteries were not researched sufficiently.

This article’s aim is to present systematization and classification of 
the fortified monasteries built in seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 
in western region of Ukraine, as well as a detailed analysis of the most 
distinct examples of this period’s monuments.

The main material presentation

Monastic life in Ukraine has existed since Kyivan Rus’. According to 
the sources, already in the times of King Danylo’s reign, Orthodox and 
Catholic monasteries were actively built in Galicia-Volhynia Princi-
pality. In particular, the Galician-Volhynian Chronicle mentiones the 
Zhydychyn monastery dedicated to St. Nicholas the Wonderworker 
[Fedoriv 1994, 33]. Also, Zymnenskyi, Polonynskyi, Bohorodychnyi, 
Lavrskyi, and Spaskyi monasteries should be mentioned. Lithuanian 
rulers, as they had been coming to the Galicia-Volhynia, actively con-
verted to Orthodox religion, and therefore supported the development 
of monastic life. Lavra in Univ, monastery in Derman, Dominican and 
Bernardine monasteries in Sambir, Basilian cloister of St. Onuphrious 
in Lviv are among the monuments of that period. After two Unions, 
the Union of Krewo in 1385 and Union of Lublin in 1569, Polish reign 
was established over Ukrainian lands [Deshchinskiy 2008, 81–91]. As 
a result of the Union of Lublin, Rzeczpospolita was founded. As a con-
sequence, Polish nobility and Latin religious orders gained much stron-
ger influence on the territory of the old Great Lithuanian Kingdom. 
Monasteries started to influence the policies of the new authorities. 
During these times, mendicant Dominican and Franciscan orders were 
the most common here. The monks’ mission was to enlighten and take 
care of the Christians. Because of incessant Tatar invasions and feudal 
disputes, the monasteries were built fortified.
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In late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries the construction of 
fortified monasteries was activated. During these times, Bernardine 
monastery complexes arose in Lviv, Sokal, Zbarazh; Dominican ones 
appeared in Yazlivets, Pidkamin, and Rohatyn; Carmelite monasteries 
were built in Lviv, Susidovychi, and Terebovlia; a Bridgettine monas-
tery was set in Sokal; Basilian cloisters built in Krekhiv and Maniava 
(the later was reconstructed in seventeenth century) [Ihnatkin 1985]. 
During seventeenth century the construction of Catholic monasteries 
was paused only during the National Liberation War led by Bohdan 
Khmelnytskyi. The menace of Tatar and Turk invasions from south 
became the reason why new fortifications were constructed and the 
existing ones modernized. Among new strongholds of these periods 
were the monasteries in Pidhora, Husiatyn, Kremenets, Leshniv, 
Yezupil, Peremyshliany, Vitsyn, Bilshivtsi, and Variazh.

The construction of monastic abodes went on until the Josef II 
reforms, among the results of which was the mass abolition and 
dissolution of the so-called useless monasteries. Prior to this, monastic 
complexes in Bohorodchany, Dobromyl, Mariampil and Pidhirtsi were 
erected.

It is important to mention that many monasteries of the time were 
wooden. In times, in some cases, new masonry buildings were raised 
instead (among them in Maniava [Ihnatkin 1985], and in Derman 
[Vuytsyk 2004, 292]). But still, many of the wooden monasteries which 
had been destroyed during wars were never rebuilt. Sites of old 
destroyed monasteries are present in Pidkamin (Basilian Order), in 
Derevach, Chernyliava, Zavaliv, and Shchyplotiv.

As cartographic, iconographic, and bibliographic sources related to 
Lviv, Ternopil and Ivano-Frankivsk Oblast had been analysed, it was 
possible to distinguish 46 monasteries (Fig. 1). The main cartographic 
sources used were: First Military Survey (also known as Friedrich von 
Mieg Map, 1772–1787), Second Military Survey (1806–1869), cadastral 
maps [Archiv 1844, Archiv 1854], and other detailed historic maps and 
plans of the territories. Having used the aforementioned maps, it was 
possible to find lesser-known religious buildings, monasteries, fortifica-
tion walls, ramparts, towers, semi-circular bastions, gates, and monastic 
gardens. Contemporary topographic surveys, and satellite maps such 
as Google Maps and Yandex Maps were crucially helpful in finding the 
monastic complexes as well. Maps from different periods have allowed 
us to compare the state of transformation of the planning structures and 
the integrity of the monastic complexes. On the other hand, detailed 
descriptions and design features of the researched objects have been 
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found in bibliographic and iconographic materials (such as engravings, 
lithographs, drawings, and photographs). In the course of the research, 
it was possible for a number of cases to define how characteristic 
landscapes and existing road systems had influenced the choice of 
location for monasteries, and the fortification formation typology.

Three types of the planning structures of the monastic fortifications 
have been discerned: 1) monasteries with regular fortifications, 2) with 
irregular fortifications, 3) with developed fortifications. These types are 
based on the location of the temple and dormitory buildings, on the 
defensive structures’ outline, and on the location of the fortification 
elements.

Regular fortification were found in Dominican monasteries in Belz, 
Berezhany, Bohorodchany, Yezupil, Zbarazh, Husiatyn, Krekhiv, Lavriv, 
Lviv (additionaly in the monasteries of the Discalced Carmelites Order, 
and Missionaries Order), Mariampil, Zhyznomir (Monastyrok near 
Buchach), Peremyshliany, Rohatyn, Sambir (both Dominican and 
Bernardine), Sokal (Bernardine Order), Terebovlia, Univ, Chernyliava, 
Shchyplotiv, and Yazlivets.

Monasteries in Dobromyl, Lviv (Benedictine Nuns, St. Onuphrious, 
Reformats Orders), Maniava, Pidhirtsi, Sambir (Bridgettine), Sokal 
(Bridgettine), Vitsyn, and Susidovychi featured irregular fortification 
systems.

Monasteries in Pidkamin, Pochaiv, and Lviv (Bernardine Order) 
featured developed fortifications. These monasteries with more than 
one fortification line fall under this category.

Correctly chosen location for a monastery was a helpful factor for 
defence. Hills, rivers, and swampy territories were natural defensive 
elements. In seventeenth and eighteenth centuries three categories of 
monastic complexes evolved: 1) monasteries on highlands, 2) monas-
teries on plains, 3) monasteries on lowlands.

Monasteries on highlands were the most common. Such complexes 
are present in Pidkamin, Pochaiv, Yazlivets, Berezhany, Pidhirtsi, 
Pidhora, Peremyshliany, Lviv (Discalced Carmelites, Benedictine 
Nuns, Missionaries, Reformats Orders), Monastyrok; Basilian abodes 
in Zavaliv and Pidkamin have been destroyed. The least common were 
the ones located on lowlands. Among these are the abodes in Yezupil, 
Mariampil, Lviv (Bernardine), Terebovlia, Univ, Lavriv, Krekhiv, 
Maniava, the ones in Chernyliawa and Shchyplotiv do not exist today. 
Monasteries on plain territories had regular layout and were located in-
side city walls (in Bohorodchany, Variazh, Husiatyn, Zhovkva, Zbarazh, 
Leshniv, Rohatyn, Sambir (both Bernardine and Dominican).
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As a rule, monasteries were located near main roads: either inside 
or outside city walls. Among the complexes located outside of the 
urban structures, and near local roads, are the ones in Dobromyl, 
Zavaliv, Lviv (Benedictine Nuns, Reformats, Missionaries Order), the 
Maniavskyi Skyt, Vitsyn, Lavriv, Krekhiv, Sokal (Bernardine). Among 
the monasteries located near the main road inside city walls or right 
next to city fortifications, are the abodes in Berezhany, Belz, Bilshivtsi, 
Bohorodchany, Variazh, Zhovkva (Dominican), Zbarazh, Leshniv, 
Mariampil, Sambir (both Bernardine and Dominican), Rohatyn, Lviv 
(Bernardine), Yezupil, Husiatyn. Such monasteries were included in 
the city fortification systems and were located next to the city gates. 
Monastic complexes located near main roads next to the city walls, 
usually played the role of outposts, so they had to be placed on hills. 
These are Pidkamin monastery, Pochaiv, Peremyshliany, Yazlivets, 
Lviv (Basilian, Carmelite, Franciscan), Sambir (Jesuit, Bridgettine), and 
Sokal (Bridgettine).

Bernardine and Dominican orders were the most common Catholic 
orders on the Western Ukrainian territories. Their monastic complexes 
received political support from the Polish State. That is why their 
fortifications were shaped using great financial costs and the newest 
construction and fortification technologies. The Bernardine monasteries 
in Lviv and Sokal as well as the Dominican monastery in Pidkamin 
which was the greatest one in Western Ukraine, are the bright examples 
of the development of fortification systems in seventeenth and eigh-
teenth centuries.

Bernardine Monastery in Lviv

Bernardine Monastery is one of the finest monuments of Renaissance 
architecture in Lviv. Typologically, the complex is located on lowlands, 
near a main road, it adjoins the city fortifications, and also has a devel-
oped system of defensive structures.

Bernardine Order came to Lviv in 1460 [Bilushchak 2012, 72]. The 
city Starosta Andrzej Odrowąż funded a wooden monastery and 
a chapel dedicated to St. Andrew for them. The wooden buildings 
suffered from fires during their existence [Ihnatkin 1985]. After the 
siege of Lviv by Moldavian ruler Bohdan and a devastating fire, a new 
monastery was raised in 1514. It was a timber-framed structure of 
wood and bricks [Vuytsyk 2012, 283]. Buildings of such type were 
often built in suburbs for the aim of fast destruction during sieges so 
they would not provide shelters to the attackers. In late sixteenth 
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century the idea to construct a new masonry building emerged. How-
ever, the Lviv Magistrate was against this. Such a suburban structure 
was viewed as dangerous, as it could be used by attackers for their 
defence. After being asked by the Bernardines, king Zygmunt III 
(Sigismund III Vasa) called to form a commission which included 
architects and other specialists, which in early 1600 gave a permission 
for the construction [Vuytsyk 2012, 284]. The document permitted to 
use bricks and stone for the construction but specified that the complex 
must have its own autonomous defence system. Historian Volodymyr 
Vuitsyk noted, that the royal engineer Friedrich Getkant had a different 
point of view on the matter. On 16th September 1600, the corner stone 
was placed and sanctified. Laying the foundations of the church was 
delegated to Bernard Avelides, a local member of the order. He also 
managed the construction of Bernardine monastery in Sokal. However, 
it is traditionally assumed that Pavlo Rymlianyn (Paweł Rzymianin, 
Paolo Romano) and Ambroziy Prykhylnyi (Ambroży Przychylny) 
were the architects of this monastery [Ihnatkin, Zharikov 1985, 3, 12]. 
The new church was built on the place of the old one, without demol-
ishing it. The first Mass was served here on 30th November 1609; the 
remains of the old timber-framed church were taken down and out in 
1614 [Vuytsyk 2012, 285]. The church with its decoration was complete-
ly finished in 1630, it was consecrated during the same time. The 
monastery cells were constructed starting in 1620 [Ihnatkin, Zharikov 
1985, 3, 12]. After the construction was finished, the monastery gave an 
impression of a stronghold rather than of a monastic abode, it could 
house a whole city garrison [Vuytsyk 2012, 288].

Location for the construction of a monastery was chosen on the 
Galician (Halych) Suburb, between the Galician Gate and the Royal 
Tower. The defensive structures had two flanks. The southeastern one 
started near the Royal Tower and continued on the southwest till 
Bernardine bastion. According to the site plan (Fig. 2), the southwestern 
flank had a straight curtain wall and just connected the Bernardine 
bastion with the curtain wall of Lviv’s third defensive line near the 
tower by Galician Gate’s barbican. The credibility of this plan is sup-
ported by the detailed image of the internal layout of the monastery, 
and of such elements as Gliniany Gate, or the pass in the curtain wall 
on the east of the church’s apse. The arch of this pass stays intact and is 
visible today. The southeastern flank consisted of a curtain wall and 
a gate. In the internal courtyard, between the Royal semi-circular 
bastion and gate, utility buildings adjoined the curtain wall. It was 
discovered in the course of field investigations that the curtain wall 



Fig. 1. Locations of monasteries in Western Ukraine

Fig. 2. 1622 Lviv Bernardine monastery
site plan 1622

Fig. 3. Bernardine monastery
on the 1772 Friedrich von Mieg Map



Fig. 4. Bernardine monastery
on 1795 Jean Weyning lithograph

Fig. 5. Bernardine monastery contemporary site plan. 1) Church 2) Cells (dormitory) 3) Bell tower
4) Gliniany Gate 5) South-eastern flank’s curtain wall which is intact today 6) Column 7) South-western 

flank’s curtain wall which has been lost 8) Well 9) Lviv’s lost defensive line 10) Former raveline’s location 
11) Lost Royal semi-circular bastion 12) Hypothetical outline of a rampart

Fig. 6. 1727 Engraving of the monastery 
during the Coronation of the Miraculous

Virgin Mary Icon of Pidkamin



Fig. 7. 1746 Christian Dahlke’s plan for
the fortification’s modernization

Fig. 8. Complex of the Dominican monastery 
on the 1844 cadastral plan

Fig. 9. Site plan of the Dominican monastery in Pidkamin 1) Church 2) Cells (dormitory) 3) Gate
4) Raveline 5) Immaculate Conception column 6) Chapel 7) First defensive line 8) Tenaille system remains 

9) Lost raveline 10) Boundaries of the tenaille system’s glacis 11) Lost work of the tenaille system 
12) Eighteenth century garden wall 13) Well 14) Oratorium



Fig. 11. Bernardine monastery in Sokal 
on 1854 cadastral map

Fig. 12. Bernardine monastery in Sokal on 1843 lithograph by Fabiański

Fig. 13. Bernardine monastery in Sokal site plan. 1) Church 2) Cells (dormitory) 3) Bell tower
4) Lost buildings and defensive elements 5) Lost monasery garden’s territory 6) Lost utility buildings

Fig. 10. Bernardine monastery in Sokal 
on Friedrich von Mieg Map
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consisted of two nominal parts: the lower one built of stone, and the 
upper one of bricks. Loopholes were arranged only in the top tier of 
the wall. Higher vaults of the loopholes helped the easy withdrawal
of the gases after rifle shots and other firearms.

Location of the monastery on lowlands made quality cannonade of 
the field canon loopholes impossible. They were commonly placed on 
the lowest tier of curtain walls. Thus, there was one loophole arranged 
on the second tier [Archiv 1973]. Today, almost the whole wall of the 
southeastern flank is intact, except for the part which adjoined the 
Bernardine bastion. In nineteenth century new residential buildings 
were constructed on the place where the bastion and a part of the 
curtain wall used to be.

The Gliniany Gate was the most important element of the southeast-
ern flank. Erected in 1618, it was a rectangular three-tier structure 
covered with a hipped roof [Bilushchak 2012, 72]. It was a masonry 
structure of both stone and bricks. The entrance was formed with an 
arch and a recess for bridge, shifted from the central axis. Above the 
gate aperture there was a white-stone plate, put in place of an older 
one which had been lost [Archiv 1973]. The 1622 site plan shows this 
gate as the only entrance to the monastic complex.

At the corner of the southeastern and southwestern flanks there
was the Bernardine bastion. Its planning layout is shown on many 
cartographic materials. There is also a lithograph picturing it, which 
was executed by Jean Weyning in 1795 (Fig. 4). According to 1622 plan, 
each flank on its first tier had two loopholes for gunfire of the 
monastery curtain walls. The structure had three tiers. According to 
the lithograph, in the second tiers there were three loopholes in the 
faces. There was a breastwork which separated the second and the 
third tier. On the third tier, there were five rifleslits on each face.

The southwestern flank has undergone more changes than any 
other part of the fortification system here. In 1622 it was only a curtain 
wall. According to Jan Berens’s 1674 project, its outline was changed 
considerably. It was planned to lessen the monastery’s territory by 
adding a shift to the curtain wall and by arranging a new gate there, 
closer to the city fortification’s line. Such a decision of the fortification’s 
engineer was probably based on the need for an arrangement of addi-
tional defense of the new entrance to the monastic complex: a raveline 
and other works for the Galician Gate. Also, according to the proposal 
of Jan Berens [Witwicki 1971], the whole complex was to be surrounded 
with a wet moat and a sconce which had to replicate the outline of the 
monastery’s fortification walls. Friedrich von Mieg map (Fig. 3) confirms 
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the existence of a gate in the curtain wall. In 1734 near the corner of the 
curtain wall, on the south of the church, a non-defensive bell tower was 
constructed. It was a two-tiered structure with a hipped roof.

After Austrian authority was established in Galicia, Lviv’s fortifica-
tions were taken down, the suburbs’ planning was changed, the mon-
asteries disbanded. During this period, the walls of the southwestern 
flank of the Bernardine monastery were taken down too.

In 1970s in the Ukrzakhidproektrestavratsiya Institute, a project 
was done which documented the southeastern defensive flank, and 
a project of its reconstruction was designed. This flank illustrates the 
best the historic defensive past of the monastery. The curtain wall with 
rifle slits, Gliniany Gate, and the reconstructed utility buildings near 
the wall, where the Ukrzakhidproektrestavratsiya Institute is located 
today are saved. The restoration works were managed by Kostiantyn 
Prysiazhnyi.

Dominican Monastery in Pidkamin

Pidkamin is located in Brody District in Lviv Oblast. The first 
written record about Pidkamin comes from 1441. It was discovered in 
the collection of old Acts in the Central State Historic Archives of 
Ukraine in Lviv [Berest 2008, 360]. The transfer of Pidkamin to the 
ownership of nobleman (szlachticz) Piotr Cebrowski is documented 
there, as well as grandiose construction of Cebrowski’s castle and of a 
church near a steep rocky precipice [Barącz 1870, 8]. In 1519 it was 
burned up completely, the castle destroyed [Krasny 2007, 124]. The 
huge-scale construction works of the monastery on the place of old 
castle lasted from 1612 till 1695. According to the typology analysis, the 
monastery is located on hillside, near a main road (leading to Pochaiv) 
and has a developed fortification system. The fortification structure 
consisted of two defensive lines. The first one consisted of semi-circular 
bastions. The second one originally consisted of earthwork sconces, 
replaced later by tenaille system in mid eighteenth century. Historian 
Sadok Barącz stated in his writing that the defensive walls were erected 
simultaneously with the church and the cells, which means during 
seventeenth century [Krasny 2007, 143]. The modernization started in 
1702, however the end date is unknown.

The oldest known iconographic image of Pidkamin is a 1727 engrav-
ing Coronation Ceremony of the Miraculous Virgin Mary of Pidkamin 
(Fig. 6). It pictures precisely the monastery with the defensive line 
consisting of bastions, but the earthwork sconces are not shown. The 
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engraving confirms the writing of Sadok Barącz about the main gate 
having an attic, which was a 1726 addition specially for the miraculous 
icon coronation ceremony [Barącz 1870]. After the modernization, 
according to aforementioned iconography and Dahlke’s plan of 1746 
(Fig. 6), the first defensive line had two gates and seven semi-circular 
bastions. As of today, four of them survive. They are of same typology 
in construction and architectural design, they have three tiers with 
stone vaults, with circular windows in the top tier.

Depending on the tiers, the walls are of varying width (between 1.8 
and 0.5 meters) [Archiv 1975]. There is a difference in the planning 
layout of these bastions, in the sizes and height of the level where 
loopholes are arranged. Seventeenth century iconographic images show 
the bastions being covered by two-tier cupolas. Presumably, the hipped 
roofs were arranged during 1935–1938 restoration [Krasny 2007]. The 
mortises for wooden constructions in the walls attest that the two-tier 
roof has been there for a long time.

A new period in the monastery development started in 1746. It is 
connected to the realization of two major projects: enlargement of the 
cells building by architect Stanisław Makoszewski, and the modern-
ization of the second defensive line by engineer Christopher Dahlke 
[Krasny 2007, 144]. Construction of new cells indicated dismantlement 
of a part of the eastern curtain wall, of the already outdated semi-
circular bastion system, and a construction of a new building instead. 
The construction works lasted from 1746 to 1759. In 1752–1759 the 
tenaille defensive system was executed. According to historical descrip-
tions, architect Wilhelm overlooked the construction works [Krasny 
2007, 144]. The modernization meant changing the outline of the defen-
sive line according to more modern military needs and arrangement
of vaulted casemates [Barącz 1870]. The main entrance ravelin was 
changed: the faces were shortened, and a neck was added to the 
tenaille in front of the bastions. The tenaille with the communication 
pass, was closed with the bastion flanks, and disengaged in the middle. 
This way, the entrance was arranged via a ramp, and was secured from 
gunfire by the curtain wall of the ravelin’s neck.

Artillery fire was organized from behind the parapets of the tenaille’s 
curtain walls and bastions, and also from behind the covered glacis.
An interesting feature here is a defensive bell-tower adjoining the wall. 
It was probably a part of the modernization design, as no earlier 
records of it have been discovered. Its contemporary appearance is 
characteristic of the next period, which took place hundred years later. 
The widening of the walls on Dahlke’s modernization plan (Fig. 7) can 
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be a peculiar redoubt designed to complicate the access to the main 
gate and to strengthen against the hostile artillery batteries.

Christopher Dahlke’s plan features one more peculiar aspect. On 
the northern side of the ensemble, the defensive function was provided 
not by mere steep slope of Rozhanytsia hill, but also by a curtain wall 
about 1.9 meters wide. During field investigations it was discovered 
that the brickwork type, the stone, and the loopholes differ to a consid-
erable extent from those on the other parts of the monastery’s defensive 
systems. Sadok Barącz stated that the old previous castle was situated 
on this location [Barącz 1870, 8]. Thus the aforementioned curtain wall 
is likely the remains of the 1519 fortress.

After the partitions of Rzeczpospolita, Pidkamin became a part of 
the Austrian State which was establishing its new order. Josef II 
political reforms meant cancelling of so-called useless monasteries and 
the subordination of the monk orders to the emperor himself. During 
this time, the battle potential of Pidkamin monastery was destroyed, 
most of its library collection taken out, monastery was limited in
its land possessions. Hence, the new territory was bounded by the 
remains of the curtain wall of the tenaille system and by the newly 
constructed wall, behind which a Baroque garden was laid [Archiv 
1844]. The defensive monastery in Pidkamin was saved from disband-
ing due to the presence of a hospital there, and to the remoteness of 
Pidkamin from administrative centers. Since 1790s, when the monas-
tery cancellation practice was over, and till 1808, repair works were
in progress here. The 1844 cadastral map of Pidkamin is a valuable 
source of information about nineteenth century processes (Fig. 8). The 
surviving defensive systems and the monastic garden with elements of 
park layout are pictured. The map shows a considerable transformation 
of the tenaille system. A wall encircling the new park was constructed 
using stone from the second defensive line structures, which had been 
on its territory previously. Despite a regular park was laid out, the 
defensive ramparts can still be traced. The bastion front, after the faces 
being connected by a straight curtain wall gave little semblance of the 
old defensive outline. The acute angles of the southern tenaille were 
razed, as the result it gave the appearance of a bastion. Ravelin and 
glacis were extinguished completely. Using earth from the battle 
terraces, and by stone from top level of the curtain walls, the moat was 
filled. After 1945 the whole complex was used for prison and torture 
chambers, after 1955 for storage and garage premises [Chobit 2008, 16–
24]. Psychiatric hospital was arranged in the cells, and it stays there as 
of today.
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On the place of monastery’s bakery and the northern semi-circular 
bastion, a firewood storage premise for hospital needs was con-
structed.

On the courtyard, garages for cars used in agriculture were built. 
Since 1997, Studite monks are taking care of the monastery. Since then 
till 2016 arrangement of the territory was done, entrance gate has been 
built, part of the walls, crypts were restored, same as the oratory 
interior; a new roofing was made for the roofs of the church, oratory, 
gate, and bell-tower’s roofs.

Bernardine Monastery in Sokal

The town is a district center, it is located in the north of Lviv Oblast. 
The first written record of Sokal goes back to 1377 [Holubets 1986, 165]. 
The Bernardine monastery was founded in 1599 on the left bank of Bug 
River, and after a Tatar invasion the town was located on the higher 
right bank [Boyko, Semenyuk 2013, 133]. Owing to the confirmation of 
the funds by king Zygmunt III (Sigismund III), the construction of the 
monastery began in 1604. The project was designed by an unknown 
court architect of Jerzy Mniszek, the Sandomierz Wojewoda, and by 
Bernard Avelides who also supervised the construction of Bernardine 
monastery in Lviv. As the building location was chosen on a swampy 
terrain, in order to strengthen the ground, alder poles were deeply 
buried, ground was filled with waste, unslaked lime and oil. The con-
struction works lasted for fifteen years. Hegumen Lenczycki changed 
the planning layout of the monastery originally designed, presumably, 
by Benedict. He considerably developed its structure and placed the 
monastery cell building on the south of the church. In 1680 Jan 
Kapistran Jurkiewicz likened the Sokal monastery to those of Loretto 
in Italy, Monsarretto in Spain and Częstochowa in Poland. The corona-
tion of Sokal miraculous icon took place on 8 September 1724. In 1732 
the monastic gardens were surrounded by defensive structures, their 
height was elevated [Boyko, Semenyuk 2013, 135].

In 1784 the Austrian administration disbanded the Bernardine mon-
astery. As the Sokal parish church was destroyed in 1772 fire, the 
monastery church was given to the parishioners [Boyko, Semenyuk 
2013, 136]. The monastery fire of 1843 destroyed its original character, 
and the miraculous icon. The church’s tower, bell-tower, and vestry 
stayed intact. In 1848 the reconstruction works were finished. Another 
fire happened in 1870. During First and Second World Wars the 
monastery was considerably damaged.
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The monastery functioned in 1951 when after the exchange of terri-
tories the monastery and Zabuzhzhia village became part of USSR. In 
1958 the so-called Sokal Zone was arranged. It is a Severe Regime Prison 
#47, specially for prisoners serving life sentences [Boyko, Semenyuk 
2013, 137]. Exhausting fire of 2012 was again a huge trial of the monas-
tery. The fire destroyed the cells, roofs of the complex, and the church 
tower’s top [Boyko, Semenyuk 2013, 138].

As regarding the typology, the monastery is located outside city 
walls, by a local road, and on lowlands. The research of its fortifications 
and the monastery itself is problematic due to the fact that Prison #47
is functioning on its territory.

Monastery had a complicated defence system. The complex was 
surrounded by swampy terrain and two streams – one on the north, and 
one on the south. The entrances were arranged via two bridges which 
led to the Southern and the Western gates through earthworks. The last 
defensive line was a masonry wall that bounded the monastery. The 
sconces’ configuration has not been identified fully, but the fact of their 
existence is proved by Friedrich von Mieg map (Fig. 10). The evidence
of the ramparts is provided in the 1854 cadastral map (Fig. 11). The 
hypothetical layout of the sconces is presented in Andriy Semenyuk’s 
Master Thesis work done in 2014 (under guidance of Oksana Boyko). In 
his work, Mr. Semenyuk states that the walls were constructed on the 
higher line of the ramparts after 1843 fire; and that the sconces formed 
a regular outline around the monastery before 1843. This hypothesis, 
however, needs to be proved by archaeological excavations.

The Friedrich von Mieg map (Fig. 10) shows that the layout on the 
inside of the monastery comprised two parts: the main nucleus, and the 
eastern courtyard. The main nucleus is encircled by a rectangular wall. 
The church which is the main building, is standing in its center. Today, 
the church and the adjoining cells have stayed intact. After the analysis 
of the detailed plans and the width of the cell walls, it is possible to state 
that the construction was done in stages. Two peculiar projections on 
the northwestern and the northeastern corner attract special attention. 
The planning layout is analogous to those of the Bernardine bastion in 
Lviv (Fig. 2). The overall size of the bastions in Sokal is inferior to the 
ones in Lviv, but it can be related to the comparatively short gunfire 
between them and the lesser defensive strength of the Sokal monastery. 
Thus we can conclude that the church and the bastions with curtain 
walls were constructed in the first place; together they formed an 
enclosed northern courtyard. As the design was changed a few times, 
the cells were adjoined to the curtain walls later.
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The lithograph by Fabiański presents the state of the monastery 
before the 1843 fire (Fig. 12). As there is a considerable time span 
between these two documents, it is difficult to identify older objects. 
On the lithograph, the monastery is shown a grand fortress with five 
tall towers and three shorter (bastion-like) ones. The towers have 
rectangular layout, are three or four tiered, with hipped roofs. The 
latter are circular in plan, one or two tiered, and topped with cupolas. 
The top defensive tier of the walls had merlons. On the background, 
behind the church’s apse, an entrance gate can be identified. After 1843 
fire the monastery underwent considerable transformations and lost its 
defensive outline [Boyko 2013, 136]. On 1847 lithograph by Stęczyński, 
the tall towers with hipped roofs are gone, the walls are different, the 
church tower’s cupola and its flèche are changed.

On a hill, on the northwest of the monastery, there was a defensive 
court. Its year of foundation and the details of its development are 
unknown today. The only sources that have some evidence of it are 
maps. On the Friedrich von Mieg map it is subscribed as “M. h.” 
probably meaning Monastyr Hof (Monastery Court) (Fig. 10). The 
territory was surrounded by sconces. The entrance to the court was 
arranged via a bridge on its southwest. Two corner bastions formed 
the defence of the gate. Because of a swampy terrain, the connection 
between the court and the monastery led to the main road to Sokal, 
and later to the north, by local road to the monastery’s Southern Gate. 
Today, buildings of the former military base are located in its place. 
They were constructed in 1980s as evidenced by brick writing on one 
of the buildings.

Conclusion

During the history, the monasteries played an active and important 
role in the spread of the Holy Scripture, in the development of educa-
tion, and in the defence of the borders of the state. In seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries monasteries on plains were founded inside city 
walls and were included into the cities’ defensive systems. Monasteries 
outside city limits were constructed on hills or on lowlands. Monaster-
ies located on plain territories or on lowlands, had regular fortification 
systems. The ones on hills got irregular fortifications that depended 
much on the present landscape. Monasteries with developed fortifica-
tions were extraordinary; they had significant political and administra-
tive factors influence them, as well as the architectural and engineering 
achievements of the time.
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